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 ABSTRACT 
As part of the internship, three major projects were undertaken at the Alcoa Pinjarra Refinery involving the 
performance evaluation of control loops in operation, design of a new control system and improvement of an 
existing control system. The performance evaluation was performed using Honeywell’s Loop Scout software 
and a systematic approach was devised to enable others to follow a similar approach. Using this approach, 
several control loops were evaluated and from the results obtained a report was produced targeted at 
improving the level of understanding about Loop Scout detailed reports at the Pinjarra refinery. This was 
done so that operators with less control theory knowledge could diagnose controller issues and identify the 
cause of poor performance in control loops. Several controllers were analysed and the results have been 
included in this report along with systematic analysis and the most probable cause of poor performance in 
that loop. 
 
The design of a new control system involved first researching into a pre-existing control system, which was 
then altered to work with the new area. This control system allows the liquor flow through the 30E 
evaporators to increase to its designed capacity while ensuring critical processes connected to the 30E 
evaporators do not exceed set constraint limits. Unfortunately no conclusive data as to the success of this 
project was available due to maintenance issues with the 30E building, but the control system has been 
commissioned on the control network so that when the maintenance is able to be carried out, the controller 
will be ready to go. 
 
Improving the existing temperature control system around the 35S tank involved first diagnosing the cause of 
temperature spikes and then making changes to the control structure to reduce the severity and frequency of 
these temperature spikes. The cause was found to be two upstream level controllers rapidly changing their 
outputs, so feed forward control was implemented in an attempt to cancel out some of these disturbances. A 
cascade control structure was also implemented to improve the linearity of the steam flow and improve the 
response of the temperature controller to disturbances. This was successful as temperature spikes caused by 
one of the level controllers have been completely removed and spikes due to the second temperature 
controller have been reduced significantly. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This internship has involved the design, implementation, testing and analysis of control loops in several 
locations around the Alcoa Pinjarra Alumina refinery. In addition, research into spectra led to the 
development of some basic guidelines that can be used to identify problems in loops using Honeywell Loop 
Scout reports. To simplify this internship, it has been broken down into four major projects, based on the 
location and type of work being completed. These projects will be introduced in detail in their respective 
chapters but a brief description of each can be found below. 
•  Loop Scout project – This involved the analysis of loops from various parts of the plant with the 
intention of making improvements to the tuning of existing control schemes. It is examined first 
because the Loop Scout analysis is used extensively throughout the other projects in conjunction with 
a program called OperTune, which will be introduced later. 
•  Spectra project – This project is so closely linked to the Loop Scout project that both have been 
combined into a single chapter. It involved developing a set of guidelines around the error spectra 
generated in the Loop Scout reports. These guidelines detail what sort of spectra to look for and how 
the spectra of a loop can be used to determine the action necessary to improve that loop. 
•  30E project – This project involved designing a new control strategy almost from scratch to improve 
the performance of the 30E evaporators. This strategy was then implemented in the control network 
but process limitations related to poor maintenance meant it was not possible to obtain results. 
•  35S temperature project – This project involved analysing a problem in the temperature control of the 
35S tank. Considerable investigation into the cause of the problem was required which resulted in 
improvements being made to the control structure and comparative Loop Scout reports generated to 
justify the changes. 
Before the projects are looked at in detail, a quick overview of the process will be presented, then the 
operation of the Pinjarra refinery control network will be discussed. 
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The Pinjarra refinery uses the Bayer process to produce refined Alumina from raw Bauxite. The process starts 
in milling, where the raw material is mixed with hot sodium hydroxide (NaOH aka. caustic soda) and crushed 
to form a slurry that has the desired product dissolved as alumina trihydrate (Al2O3•3H2O). The slurry is then 
combined with more caustic soda in the digesters to enable as much of the alumina to be dissolved as 
possible. Impurities are then removed from this slurry in clarification first in the thickeners by adding a 
chemical known as flocculant, which causes insoluble materials in the solution to bond together to form 
larger particles that can then be removed by the washers. Before the alumina is extracted in precipitation, 
some of the solution is processed in oxalate removal where the soluble impurity Sodium Oxalate is removed. 
The liquor is then cooled and alumina seed crystals are added to facilitate a process known as precipitation, 
where alumina crystals in solution bond to the seed crystals to form large, solid particles of alumina. This 
alumina is then removed from the mixture and heated to 900°C in calcination to drive off the remaining 
trihydrate water molecules, leaving smelting grade alumina. The actual process used at Pinjarra has many 
more unit operations, but a simplified overview of the process described is shown as a block diagram in 
Figure 1. 
 
Precipitators
Thickeners 
and Washers Digesters Mills
Raw 
Bauxite
25A
30E
Oxalate 
Removal
30A
Calciners
Product 
Alumina
Evaporation
Recycled 
Liquor
 
Figure 1: Overview flow diagram of Pinjarra process 
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The refinery is broken down into five “operation centres” (OC) and each OC focuses on a particular part of 
the Bayer process. Each OC has its own Local Control Network (LCN) containing several “Graphical User 
Stations” (GUS) where the “Control Attendants” (CA) monitor the process variables and interact with the 
control systems to make any required changes. Also contained in each OC is one “Headless GUS”. This is a 
GUS which has no visible monitor but can be connected to remotely over the Ethernet using a program called 
Carbon Copy and is the station often used to implement control changes and run Loop Scout and OperTune. 
 
The projects presented focus mainly on operation centre one (OC1, LCN1) and operation centre two (OC2, 
LCN2). 
•  OC1 – Known as “Digestion”, includes mining/stockpiles, stackers/reclaimers, milling, slurry 
storage, digesters, sand separation, heat exchange and evaporation 
•  OC2 – Known as “Clarification”, includes thickeners, washers, filtration, lime and oxalate removal 
More specifically, 30E comes under the evaporation section of OC1, 35S comes under the oxalate removal 
section of OC2 and the main loop analysed in the Loop Scout project is in the milling section of OC1. 
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2  INTRODUCTION TO LOOP SCOUT 
Honeywell Loop Scout is a relatively new program developed for diagnosing controller problems in large-
scale plants more easily. The program works by collecting real time data from the control loops and analysing 
this data using algorithms created by Honeywell to produce reports, which can show where there are 
problems, and help diagnose the root cause. 
 
To begin using the program, data must first be collected. This is achieved by connecting to a “Headless GUS” 
on the LCN that contains the control points to be analysed and using the “Real Time Data Collector 
Scheduling Tool” to create a task, which will collect data while running in the background over several days. 
The number of points that are to be analysed and the type of process being controlled affects how long it 
takes to collect the data. Loop Scout collects 5,000 samples for each controller entered by default at a sample 
rate determined by the type of process: 
•  Flow controllers – One second 
•  Pressure controllers – Five seconds 
•  Other controllers (Temperature, Level, etc.) – 30 seconds 
If a large number of controllers are to be analysed, the program breaks the collection down into groups and 
collects groups of points simultaneously. For the one-second group, Loop Scout can collect up to 60 points at 
a time, for the others it is 150. There are three points for each controller, PV, SP and OP. So the data collector 
samples up to 20 flow controllers at a time and up to 50, pressure, temperature, level and other controllers at a 
time. For example, if 35 flow controllers were to be analysed, it would take approximately 1.5 hours for the 
first group of 20 and another 1.5 hours for the second group of 15, all up about three hours. 
 
After the data collection is complete, the program automatically sends the information to the Loop Scout 
server where it is analysed and compiled into reports. To access these reports the Loop Scout Reports Portal 
is used (Figure 2). Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    INTRODUCTION TO LOOP SCOUT 
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Figure 2: Loop Scout Reports Portal (sorted by tagname) 
From here, the report for any controller that has been analysed can be found. This page also shows several 
metrics that can help to determine which loops to look at. Controllers can be sorted both ascending and 
descending by any of the headings and the user can limit the view to only reports with a particular heading 
value by selecting a value from one of the drop down boxes. For example, one of the headings is “DCS Unit”, 
a value that is assigned to the point when it is created. The “DCS Unit” assigned to points in 30E is “QE” so 
to limit this page to only 30E related controllers the user can select “QE” from the drop down box, or click on 
the “DCS Unit” header to sort by unit and scroll down to “QE”. 
 
Possibly the most useful metric is the one labelled “Performance”. Using advanced analysis algorithms 
developed by Honeywell through analysis of thousands of PID control loops from plants around the world, 
Loop Scout gives the loop one of the performance ratings outlined below: 
o  “Excellent” – The loop has no detectable oscillations and no significant deviation from set 
point 
o  “Acceptable” – The loop has only minor deviations from set point or detected oscillations 
with only low deviations from set point. There can be benefit to improving these loops, but 
most often, there is not. 
o  “Open Loop” – The normal mode (NMODE) of the loop is AUTO or CAS but it was in 
MAN at the start of the data collection. If the loop is in MAN mode intentionally, then it is 
worth exploring why it is in MAN mode and not AUTO or CAS. It can sometimes be that the 
operator is unhappy with the performance of the controller in its normal mode. 
o  “Fair” – The loop has sluggish behaviour or oscillations with low to moderate deviations 
from set point. There may be some benefit to improving these loops depending on whether 
they have a significant or insignificant impact on the process. If they have an insignificant 
impact, then it is recommended to set their peak to peak variation threshold higher so that 
Loop Scout can classify them as “Acceptable” or “Excellent” Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    INTRODUCTION TO LOOP SCOUT 
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o  “Poor” – The loop has clear oscillations or significant repetitive patterns with moderate to 
large deviations from set point. Often these loops can be improved by determining the root 
cause of the patterns. 
o  “Saturated” – The OP of the loop was at its high or low limit for the majority of the data 
collection. There is often a process related reason for why the loop is saturated. 
o  “Inactive” – The loop is either; 
  Part of a selective control structure (e.g. override control) and was not selected for 
the data collection 
  A control loop where an advanced process controller (APC) is currently 
manipulating the variables and so the PID is idle 
  Decommissioned and had its SP, PV and OP set to zero 
Usually the loops to focus on are those which have been classified as “Poor” or “Fair” however, sometimes 
what looks like a reasonably well performing loop is classified as “Poor” or a poorly performing loop is 
classified as “Acceptable” so sometimes it is advisable to look at all the loops in a unit, regardless of their 
ranking. 
 
Another metric that can be useful for determining which loops need investigation is the “Valve Stiction” 
column. Loop Scout uses patented pattern recognition algorithms developed by Honeywell to determine the 
probability that the valve is sticky. High valve stiction could mean a worn valve or actuator, or the valve is 
not responding to small changes in the OP because it is physically stuck due to scale build up or actuator 
problems. Loops that have high valve stiction are often classified as “Poor” because valve stiction 
significantly affects the performance of a control loop. Valve stiction is not calculated for slow loops such as 
levels and temperatures, because the metrics used to detect valve stiction are more accurate for faster loops, 
where the PV responds quickly to changes in the OP; usually temperature and level loops have relatively long 
time constants. 
 
To view the detailed report for a loop, the user clicks on the tagname of the loop and a new window will open 
and display the information collected in a PDF file. Figure 3 shows a sample report for FCLTE, which is the 
flow controller for liquor to 30E. This loop has been classified as having “Poor” performance because of the 
large variability shown by the data collected. Loop Scout has also given this loop a 95% chance of suffering 
from “valve stiction”. Valve stiction is caused by a control valve that does not reach the opening requested of 
it by the controller. This can be caused by a worn valve or actuator, or scaling. Scaling occurs where solid 
particles precipitate out of solution and stick to the inside of a pipe or valve. Scaling which occurs on a valve 
can stop the valve from closing fully or cause the valve to become difficult to move and scaling which occurs 
in a pipe can restrict the flow through that pipe. 
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Figure 3: Loop Scout report for FCLTE 
From the data in the Loop Scout report, decisions on what to do next can be made. Possible courses of action 
could be to retune the loop, investigate a worn control valve or actuator or investigate upstream or 
downstream processes as sources of disturbance. 
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3  INTRODUCTION TO OPERTUNE 
Honeywell OperTune is a program designed for users with minimal control theory knowledge to tune loops 
automatically with minimal impact to the process. The program controls the PV with a control loop while 
inserting a “Pseudo Random Binary Signal” (PRBS) into the controller OP. This means that the PV remains 
under control while the program iteratively calculates the best tuning parameters for the loop. 
 
The program starts with the OP at the same value it was before the program was started. It then inserts the 
PRBS into the OP essentially resulting in a series of step tests. From these step tests the program iteratively 
determines the best tuning parameters for the particular process being controlled. At the same time, the 
program attempts to keep the PV within limits set by the user before tuning starts. OperTune is designed to 
work on both normal and integrating processes however, the OperTune user interface requires some 
knowledge to be able to use the program successfully, as several of the options are not intuitively clear. 
Below is an outline of the steps required to set up the program to successfully tune a loop. 
 
Before OperTune can be used to tune the loop, the controller must be put into P-MAN mode, which allows an 
external program to manually manipulate the OP. Then to begin tuning with OperTune, open the program and 
the “Select Point” dialog will appear. If this is the first time this loop has been tuned then it is recommended 
that the “Manual Pre-Tune Step” checkbox be selected before the tagname is entered so that the program can 
approximate some of the necessary information. 
 
Figure 4: OperTune "Select Point" dialog 
Once “Next” is clicked the pre-tune step window will open if the checkbox was selected, otherwise the main 
program window will open. Because this program is designed to run in co-operation with Loop Scout, a 
dialog box may open asking for the location of the “LSMetrics.xml” file. This file contains the information 
about all the loops analysed by Loop Scout. Entering the location of the file is optional but it is usually 
located at \\server\LS_RPTS\locationname\LSReports (for example, LCN1 at Pinjarra - \\AUABGN-
SS01.quasar.alcoa.com\LS_RPTS\PJA\LSReports). Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    INTRODUCTION TO OPERTUNE 
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Figure 5: Dialog to enter the location of the "LSMetrics.xml" file 
If the pre-tune step is to be completed, the pre-tune window will appear and here a few steps must be 
performed before continuing to the next step. There will be a graph of the PV and SP at the top and a graph of 
the OP at the bottom. To complete the pre-tune step, first enter appropriate values for the PV high and PV 
low limits. During tuning the program will attempt to keep the PV within these limits, however if there are 
critical levels it is best to set these limits well within the critical levels as it is not guaranteed that the PV will 
not exceed them. This is because the program responds to the PV exceeding a limit by moving the OP to its 
initial value plus or minus the maximum allowed OP move determined in the pre-tune step. Now either use 
the buttons on the bottom right or manually enter OP values to move the OP above the high limit, then below 
the low limit, then back between the two limits. This will complete the pre-tune step and a dialog box will 
open to let you know that the step is complete and the OP will be set back to its original value. 
 
Figure 6: OperTune “Pre-Tune Step” test window Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    INTRODUCTION TO OPERTUNE 
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From here, the main program window opens. This is where the program tunes the loop, down the bottom is a 
graph of the OP and to the right of that is a graph of the PRBS steps yet to come. In the middle is a graph of 
the PV and SP and to the right of that the PV high and low limits. Up the top are the configuration settings; 
the “How many % can OperTune move the OP?” sets the size of the PRBS steps and thus the maximum step 
which can be made by OperTune and can be left as the value calculated in the pre-tune step or changed to a 
value set by the user. The “Desired Closed Loop Settling Time (Minutes)” was calculated in the pre-tune step 
and does not have to be exact. As long as the “OperTune can adjust” (top) radio button is selected, OperTune 
will adjust this value while it is tuning the loop to get the best possible response. However, it should be a 
reasonable estimation if the pre-tune step was not performed. The final option to note before starting is in the 
top left corner, simply select whether PI or PID tuning values are desired. 
 
Before running the program, it is necessary for safe and accurate operation to open the configuration dialog 
with the “OperTune Config” button and set the following values: 
•  “OperTune Mode” – Set to 2 (Auto) 
•  “X Parameter” – 6 for most processes, 2.55 for integrating processes such as levels (this can be set to 
less than 6 for normal loops, but this will result in more aggressive tuning parameters which may 
result in overshoot) 
•  The tuning parameter maximum and minimum values can be set if there are limits to the values these 
can take on the control network 
•  “0=High OP resolution, 1=Low OP resolution” – Set to 0 for high resolution 
•  “PV alarm deadband” – The PV is allowed to go this far outside the limits set, so if the limits are 
close to critical values then reducing this to about 1% is best 
 
Figure 7: Main OperTune window Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    INTRODUCTION TO OPERTUNE 
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Once these values are set, click the “Start OperTune” button to begin tuning the loop. The program proceeds 
by moving the PV around the SP using the PRBS injected into the OP and using the response to iteratively 
determine the best tuning parameters for the controller. An estimate of how much longer the program will 
take is available on the bottom of the “OperTune Config” page, which can be opened at any point in the 
tuning process by clicking the “OperTune Config” button in the top right corner. The PV can be monitored 
while the program is running and the program can be stopped at any time during the tuning. If the PV goes 
outside one of the limits set by the PV high and PV low limits, the program responds by forcing the OP to the 
upper or lower limit of the PRBS, depending on which limit the PV is at and whether it is direct or reverse 
acting. If the PV continues outside its limits then it is best to stop the program and bring the PV back under 
control before trying again. 
 
When the program eventually finishes, the results page opens to display the tuning values calculated. 
 
Figure 8: OperTune results window 
The first tuning shown (highlighted in green) is the one the program has determined to be the best for this 
loop, but by clicking the “Faster” and “Slower” buttons, more aggressive and more sluggish tuning can be 
selected. Once the desired tuning has been selected, the user simply has to click on the “Send Tuning to 
Controller” “PI Only” or “PID” button to store the tuning in the controller. This can also be undone by 
clicking the “Undo” button located just to the left of the “Send Tuning to Controller” buttons. Finally, to 
complete the process, put the controller back in its normal mode (AUTO or CAS). 
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4  PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
4.1 Introduction 
Loop Scout has not been in use at Pinjarra for very long, so not many people at the plant fully understand all 
the information it can provide. The goal of this project was to produce a detailed document that can be used 
by anyone at the plant to aid analysis of the report generated for a controller and diagnose problems with that 
loop. To help with that analysis, the metric presented on the Loop Scout report known as Spectra will be 
examined in particular detail. 
 
4.2  The Loop Scout Detailed Report 
There are a large number of useful metrics in each Loop Scout report, as seen in Figure 9, some more useful 
than others. Each of these metrics will be examined in detail and a few sample reports shown. Because there 
are so many metrics presented, the Loop Scout report has been split into three sections, top, middle and 
bottom. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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Figure 9: Sample of a Loop Scout report 
Bottom 
section 
Middle 
section 
Top 
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4.2.1  Top of a Report  
 
Figure 10: Top of a Loop Scout report 
At the very top of any Loop Scout report (Figure 10), the details of the loop that has been analysed are 
presented. First the tagname (FCS35S), then the unit (UNIT MS) and finally the loop’s description (STEAM 
TO 35S), all of which is information that is readily available and should be familiar to anyone accustomed to 
the control network at Pinjarra. On the right hand side of the page are three hyperlinks, “Expert Guidance”, 
“Set Action” and “Help”, each of which is examined below: 
•  “Expert Guidance” – This will open a new window where the user can answer some questions to get 
some advice from Loop Scout. This advice is not always helpful; if the loop is determined to have a 
sticky valve then the advice is usually “Repair or replace the worn control valve”. If Loop Scout 
determines that the source of the oscillations is external to the loop (usually based on your answers to 
the questions) then the advice is to check upstream loops for the source of the disturbance. 
•  “Set Action” – This opens a new window where various pieces of information can be sent to the 
Loop Scout server for inclusion in the report. For example, the user can set whether a level loop is 
used for “Surge Attenuation” or “Regulation”, which can affect the performance given to the loop. 
One of the potentially most useful variables that can be set is the “peak to peak variation threshold”, 
which tells Loop Scout that the PV is allowed to vary between certain limits and that only when the 
loop is outside those limits should the performance be rated. This is most useful for surge attenuating 
level loops, which regularly have large changes in their level above and below their set point, but 
where large changes in OP are undesirable because this disrupts downstream processes. With this 
information, Loop Scout will classify a loop with large oscillations around the set point as acceptable 
or excellent, unless the oscillations go outside the set limits. Unfortunately, general users do not have 
sufficient access to change these settings at the Pinjarra refinery so these options are seldom used. 
•  “Help” – This brings up the Loop Scout help window where information can be found about Loop 
Scout. 
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To the left of the hyperlinks is a section where there are several pieces of information, which are derived 
about the loop from the analysis: 
•  Opportunity – This is calculated by Loop Scout by multiplying a value assigned to the performance 
with a value assigned to the criticality. For the performance: “Excellent” = 1, “Acceptable” = 2, 
“Open Loop” = 4, “Fair” = 8 and “Poor” = 10. Criticality is a number between one and five with one 
being least critical and five being highly critical. To determine the opportunity, each criticality level 
is given a numerical value between one and ten, which is then used in the multiplication. A criticality 
of one is assigned a value of 1, a criticality of two is assigned a value of 2, three is assigned a value 
of 4, four is assigned a value of 7 and five is assigned a value of 10. As an example, an acceptable 
loop that is highly critical to the process (criticality of five) would be given an opportunity of 20 
(2 1 0 ). Criticality is one of the values which can be assigned to each loop in the “Set Action” 
dialog box but since this is not used the opportunity for all the loops at Pinjarra is “Unknown” 
•  Performance – This is an indication by Loop Scout as to how well the loop is performing according 
to the data it has analysed and its own internal algorithms. The possible classifications are: 
•  “Excellent” – The loop has no detectable oscillations and no significant deviation from set point 
•  “Acceptable” – The loop has only minor deviations from set point or detected oscillations with only 
low deviations from set point. There can be benefit to improving these loops, but most often, there is 
not. 
•  “Open Loop” – The normal mode (NMODE) of the loop is AUTO or CAS but it was in MAN at the 
start of the data collection. If the loop is in MAN mode intentionally, then it is worth exploring why it 
is in MAN mode and not AUTO or CAS. It can sometimes be that the operator is unhappy with the 
performance of the controller in its normal mode. 
•  “Fair” – The loop has sluggish behaviour or oscillations with low to moderate deviations from set 
point. There may be some benefit to improving these loops depending on whether they have a 
significant or insignificant impact on the process. If they have an insignificant impact, then it is 
recommended to set their peak to peak variation threshold higher so that Loop Scout can classify 
them as “Acceptable” or “Excellent” 
•  “Poor” – The loop has clear oscillations or significant repetitive patterns with moderate to large 
deviations from set point. Often these loops can be improved by determining the root cause of the 
patterns. 
•  “Saturated” – The OP of the loop was at its high or low limit for the majority of the data collection. 
There is often a process related reason for why the loop is saturated. Notice that these loops are not 
considered when the “Opportunity” is calculated. 
•  “Inactive” – The loop is either; 
o  Part of a selective control structure (e.g. override control) and was not selected for the data 
collection Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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o  A control loop where an advanced process controller (APC) is currently manipulating the 
variables and so the PID is idle 
o  Decommissioned and had its SP, PV and OP set to zero 
•  Oscillation Period – This indicates the period at which the loop is oscillating. Two loops which are 
interacting will oscillate at the same period so this can be useful for finding hidden interactions and 
the root cause of variations 
•  Loops at same period – This is related to the previous metric, it shows three of the loops which are 
oscillating at the same period as this loop. If there are more than three loops detected at the same 
period then a blue box to the right of the page is displayed. When it is double-clicked, a box with all 
the loops detected at the same period is displayed 
•  Criticality – This shows the criticality assigned to this loop. Criticality is a value from 1 to 5 which 
indicates how much of an impact variations in this loop have on the process. As discussed earlier, this 
is set in the “Set Action” dialog and has not been set at Pinjarra so all the loops are currently set to 
“Not Provided” 
•  Valve Stiction – This is an indication of the probability that the patterns detected by Loop Scout in 
the PV and OP match those of a sticky or worn valve. Loops with sticky or worn valves often have a 
square wave pattern in the PV with a triangular wave pattern in the OP. This is not calculated for 
loops with long time constants such as level and temperature loops, because several of the metrics 
used to calculate stiction are only useful for loops with short time constants. Valve stiction will be 
discussed in greater detail later in the report 
•  Objective (not visible in Figure 10) – This is a value assigned in the “Set Action” dialog for level 
loops only. The options are either “Surge Attenuation” or “Regulation” and describe whether the tank 
is used as a surge tank where accurate control of the level is unimportant or whether the tank is a 
regulatory tank and accurate control of the level is important. All the level loops at Pinjarra are 
currently assigned as “Surge Attenuation”, however levels such as flash tank levels which require 
accurate control should be changed to “Regulation” 
•  Cascaded from/to – If this loop’s OP is connected to the SP of a downstream controller then 
“Cascaded to” gives that loops tagname. If this loop’s SP is connected to an upstream controller then 
“Cascaded from” gives the tagname of the loop that writes to the set point of this loop. Clicking on 
the tagname will open the report for the loop indicated. This can be useful for finding cascade control 
structures where the downstream controller is tuned well but the upstream controller is not and so is 
creating an unreasonable set point target or vice versa 
 
Below all this information is a box, which contains the metrics calculated by each Loop Scout report 
generated for this loop in the past year. Some of these are not used at Pinjarra, but those that are used can be 
useful in diagnosing the performance of the controller. 
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•  Valve Stiction – Same as described above 
•  Osc. Period – Oscillation Period; as above 
•  σ sp-pv – The standard deviation of the error or, the average amount the PV deviates from the 
average error. It is essentially an indication of how much the loop varies from SP over the collection 
period. The lower this value is, the less the PV varies from the average error and in general, this 
means the loop is performing well. In most control loops, the PV oscillates around SP and so the 
average error is close to zero, so this value will be low for a PV that does not vary much from its SP. 
However, if there is a sustained offset, the average error will be non-zero, but the average deviation 
from the average error may still be close to zero. For example, if the PV is always exactly 20% above 
SP, then the average error is 20% but the average deviation from this error (standard deviation) is 
zero because the deviation is constant. 
1
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Equation 1: Calculation for standard deviation 
•  OP Travel – This represents the total OP travel over a 5,000-sample data collection. OP travel is 
analogous with valve effort and so it is expected that certain types of loops will have a higher OP 
travel than others. For example, a flow controller could have quite a high OP travel because the 
actual flow rate is more important than how much the valve moves. However, a level controller on a 
surge tank should have a lower OP travel because the downstream processes will be greatly affected 
by excessive changes in the flow out of the tank. In addition, excessive valve movements can lead to 
worn valves, so for controllers where the PV is more important (e.g. flow controllers, regulatory level 
controllers, etc.) the OP travel should be significantly higher than for processes where the effect of 
the OP on downstream processes is more important (e.g. surge attenuating level controllers). 
•  Rate Context – This is not used at the Pinjarra plant but the Loop Scout help describes it as “the rate 
at which the product is produced during [the] data collection period. These variables are useful for 
multiple product processes.” 
•  Product Context – This is not used at the Pinjarra plant but the Loop Scout help describes it as “the 
type/grade of the product that is being produced/generated during [the] data collection period.” 
•  Tuning History – This indicates when particular tuning changes were made to this loop. The actual 
changes made are shown in a box further down the page, which will be examined later. 
•  Service Factor – The percentage of time this loop was in its normal mode in the last 30 days. 
•  Interventions – This shows the number of operator changes made to the loop’s SP, OP or mode 
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•   – Performance history details (visible in Figure 9 in the bottom section of the report but is often 
found in the top section as well); when more than one data set is available, this symbol can be double 
clicked to open a note, which contains the metrics calculated for this loop in every Loop Scout report 
generated in the past year. 
 
4.2.2  Middle of a Report 
 
Figure 11: Middle of a Loop Scout report 
The middle section of the report (Figure 11) has between one and three graphs, depending on the number of 
times this loop has been analysed. For the example above, this is the first time Loop Scout has analysed this 
loop, so there is only one graph. If this were the second time the loop had been analysed, there would be two 
graphs next to each other and if it had been analysed three or more times then there would be three graphs 
next to each other. Each of these graphs is described below. 
•  Leftmost graph (“Baseline”) – This is a graph of the PV, SP and OP from the first Loop Scout report 
ever generated for this loop. It can be useful for comparing the performance of the loop now to its 
original performance, but as more and more changes are made and more reports generated, this graph 
becomes less and less useful. 
•  Middle graph – This is a graph of the PV, SP and OP from the previous data collection period. It is 
most useful for observing significant changes in performance from one controller change to another. 
•  Rightmost graph (“Current Dataset”) – This is a graph of the PV, SP and OP from the most current 
data available. It shows the current performance of the controller and contains the data used to 
calculate the metrics on the report 
Extending from each graph are two grey lines, which tie each graph in with their appropriate metrics in the 
box above. Since this loop has only been analysed once, the grey lines only go to the one data collection, but 
if there were more than one graph, each graph would have its own grey lines pointing to the metrics 
calculated on that particular data collection. 
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4.2.3  Bottom of a Report 
Contained in the bottom section of the report (Figure 12) are more graphs and metrics, which are relevant 
only to this particular data collection and most useful in diagnosing the cause of the variations. 
 
Figure 12: Bottom section of a Loop Scout report 
•  Zoomed in Time Series – This shows a zoomed in view of one part of the SP, PV and OP graph for 
the current dataset. The section that is shown is bounded by the two grey lines, which go to the start 
and end of the zoomed time series. Below the graph is the length of time the series covers. The graph 
can be useful for determining tuning related or valve related problems especially with high frequency 
oscillations, which can be unclear on the full graph. Tuning problems tend to show sinusoidal 
oscillations perhaps with occasional spikes while valve problems tend to be square or triangular in 
nature. 
•  PV vs. OP biplot – This is a scatter plot of the zoomed time series data with the PV on the vertical 
axis and the OP on the horizontal axis. For processes with fast dynamics, this is useful for observing 
hysteresis, which indicates probable valve stiction problems. Hysteresis will show on this graph as a 
square or rhombus shape which indicates the PV does not change at the same time as the OP and this 
could indicate that the valve is sticking or worn. A straight line indicates no hysteresis, which means 
the PV moves perfectly with the OP, and indicates tuning problems if the PV is excessively variable. 
Slower process characteristics such as levels, often show hysteresis because they have a naturally 
slow time constant and not because of valve stiction. However, fast processes, particularly flows, can 
be easily diagnosed for valve stiction using this plot. This metric will be examined in more detail a 
bit later. 
•  Alarm Summary 
o  Max alarms/hr – This is the most alarms recorded in an hour for this loop in the last 30 days Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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o  Eng. Config Changes – The number of times engineering configuration changes were made 
to this loop in the last 30 days. These changes include loading, deleting and reloading a loop. 
•  Console NAN 
o  EEMUA benchmark – This is the EEMUA standards based raking given to the console. The 
rank associated is based on the total number of alarms that occurred in the last 30 days 
•  Tuning History – This shows any changes made to the gain (K), integral (τI, T1) or derivative (τD, T2) 
in the last year. If any changes have been made, a letter is assigned to them, which corresponds to the 
tuning history row of the box in the top part of the report. The new tuning parameters were 
implemented at some time between the two dates next to the letter, which is somewhere between the 
indicated data collection and the previous data collection. 
•  Configuration 
o  K – Controller gain 
o  τI – T1; Integral time (reset) in minutes 
o  τD – T2; Derivative time (rate) in minutes 
o  mode – The mode of the loop during data collection. This is read only once at the start of 
collection, so if the mode changes during the collection period, this is not recorded and can 
invalidate some of the results 
o  normal mode – The normal mode of the controller (NMODE) 
•  Statistics 
o  data length – The number of sample points collected 
o  sample time – The time between each sample point 
o  CPI – Control Performance Index; this is defined as the ratio of the minimum variance 
estimate to the mean squared error. A CPI of one represents minimum variance or perfect 
theoretical control and a CPI of zero represents a sustained significant offset. Oscillations 
tend to reduce the CPI, but this metric can be useful for detecting sluggish performance in 
non-oscillating loops. 
error   squared mean 
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Equation 2: Calculation for CPI 
Note: Variance is the square of the standard deviation. 
The CPI can be used in conjunction with the spectra to identify the level of possible 
improvement resulting from simple changes in the tuning; this will be examined later. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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o  COV – Coefficient Of Variance; this is defined as the ratio of standard deviation of the PV to 
the mean of the PV multiplied by 100 to get percent. Because the COV has no units, it can be 
useful to identify which loops have the largest relative variation. In general, the closer to 
zero, the better the controller is performing. The COV can be used in conjunction with the 
spectra to determine the loop that is introducing the largest disturbance into a system; this 
will be examined later. 
o  P2P var thresh. – Peak to Peak variation threshold; a value that can be set from the “Set 
Action” dialog that defines the amount of variation normally allowed in the PV. This is most 
useful for processes where variations in the PV are normal (e.g. surge attenuating levels) and 
as long as the PV remains within the threshold set, the loop will be classified as acceptable or 
excellent. The value is assigned as a number and the PV can vary by this much from its 
lowest value to its highest value. 
•  User Notes – These are set in the Set Action dialog and are notes left by users for others to read. 
 
4.3 “Error  Spectra” 
The error spectra is a decomposition of the error signal into its frequency components. It is shown as a graph 
at the bottom of the Loop Scout report (see Figure 13) and will be examined in detail, because it is 
particularly useful for deciding on the best course of action to take. It is most useful for determining the 
correct actions to take if the tuning is identified as the root cause of the variations. In addition, comparison of 
one spectra to another can help to determine the source of disturbances and comparing the previous spectra of 
a loop to its new spectra can show whether there is a significant improvement. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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Figure 13: Sample Loop Scout report showing error spectra 
 
Different waveforms have different spectra. For example, white noise (completely random) has a perfectly 
uniform spectra (flat line) while a perfect sinusoid (sine wave) has a single peak in the spectra graph with 
high frequencies (short period) to the right of the graph and low frequencies (long period) to the left. Non-
sinusoidal waves such as square and triangular waves create harmonics, which can be seen on the spectra as 
smaller peaks at multiples of the fundamental frequency. Sinusoidal oscillations are most commonly caused 
by poor tuning while non-sinusoidal patterns are more likely to be valve related problems. 
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High frequency oscillations show as peaks to the right of the graph while lower frequency oscillations are to 
the left. Controllers with high frequency oscillations caused by poor tuning are usually over tuned and so 
decreasing the aggression of the controller by either increasing the τI or decreasing the K should improve the 
performance. If low frequency oscillations are present then an increase in controller aggression by either 
decreasing the τI or increasing the K should improve the performance. 
 
The error spectra can be useful by itself, but is more useful when it can be compared to the minimum 
variance estimate spectra. This represents the spectra of the loop under minimum variance control (best 
possible theoretical control), but is not shown on the Loop Scout report. However, the CPI is related to the 
minimum variance estimate in that the CPI is the ratio of the minimum variance estimate to the mean squared 
error. This means that a CPI close to one indicates that the variations in the loop cannot be reduced much by 
any changes to the tuning. In this case, other changes would need to be made to the control scheme structure 
such as feed forward control, or controllers upstream or downstream which are causing disturbances may 
have to be improved. So the CPI can be used in conjunction with the spectra to determine how much 
improvement is possible and what can be done to achieve that improvement. 
 
The spectra can also be used to determine the source of disturbances. Loops with common oscillations are 
often affected by the same disturbance, so loops with similar spectra can be compared to determine which is 
causing the disturbance in the other loops. To help with this, the COV can be used to determine which loop 
has the greatest relative variability. The loop with the highest variability is usually the source of the 
disturbance because the downstream loops have a filtering effect on the disturbance and so the further away 
from the source, the less the disturbance is visible. To find the source of a disturbance, find the loops 
upstream or downstream from each other and of those, the one with the highest COV is most likely the main 
source of the disturbance. This can be done using the Loop Scout Reports Portal and sorting specific loops by 
COV or by comparing individual Loop Scout reports to each other 
 
4.4  Loop Scout Report Analysis 
In any loop there are three main sources of variation; poor tuning, sticking or worn valves and upstream or 
downstream disturbances. Various metrics in the Loop Scout reports focus on particular sources of variation 
and can help to diagnose the difference between, for example, oscillations because of poor tuning and 
identical oscillations caused by a sticking valve. In order to better understand the process of diagnosing these 
problems from Loop Scout reports, a few will be analysed in a step-by-step fashion and conclusions made 
about the most likely source of the variations. 
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4.4.1 FCS35S:  Excellent  Performance 
Figure 14 is an example of a loop that has been given an excellent performance rating by Loop Scout. It is 
included for comparison to the loops with lower performance ratings presented later. 
 
Figure 14: Loop Scout report for FCS35S 
The first step in analysing any Loop Scout report is to look at the two main calculated metrics, “Performance” 
and “Valve Stiction”. The loop in Figure 14 has been rated as excellent indicating there is no need to improve 
this loop as it is already performing very well and changes will not significantly improve the performance. 
The valve stiction probability of 22% suggests that the valve might or might not be sticking, or is sticking but 
only very slightly and it is not causing significant problems, yet. 
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Next it is important to understand why the loop has been given the performance rating and valve stiction 
values. In the above loop, the “Current Dataset” graph shows that the PV tracks the moving SP very closely 
and the σ sp-pv backs this up. With a value of 0.1 this shows that the PV is close to the SP for the entire data 
collection. The spectra is also a very good indication that the loop is performing very well. There are some 
minor oscillations detected in the low to mid frequencies with a peak at about 74s, but they have a very low 
magnitude (less than 40) so they have little impact on the process. The CPI of 0.3 suggests that there is a 
considerable improvement which could be made, but all the other metrics suggest that it is not worthwhile to 
improve this loop. 
 
Figure 15: Very slight hysteresis highlighted by circle 
 
Figure 16: Possible second peak possibly indicating slight valve stiction 
The 22% valve stiction might be because of the slight hysetersis visible in the PV vs. OP biplot (circled on 
Figure 15), or the unusual second peak in the spectra (circled on Figure 16), either way it is not a high enough 
probability for it to be worthwhile looking into the matter any further. The only reason it might be important 
is that it could indicate that the valve is just beginning to stick and inspecting the valve now may prevent 
failure at a later stage. However, it is probably best to wait until the valve is clearly sticking before anything 
is done about it. 
 
This loop has been rated as excellent and the metrics back this up. The PV tracks the SP very well and is not 
particularly variable, the spectra shows only low magnitude oscillations and the PV vs. OP biplot shows the 
slight possibility of valve stiction, but nothing to worry about at this point in time. It is not necessary to make 
any changes to this loop, but if it was desired to improve the performance of this loop then the low to mid 
frequency oscillations shown in the spectra could be improved by increasing the aggression of the controller. 
Since the integral time is already low at 0.088, if changes were to be made to improve this loop, then 
increasing the gain would be the best course of action. 
 
Having analysed an excellent loop with no problems, it is important to analyse loops with various problems 
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4.4.2  FCSLMPP6: Incorrect Controller Configuration 
Figure 17 shows the first is a series of Loop Scout reports generated for a loop that was later found to have 
some configuration issues. This report is included to demonstrate the importance of ensuring the loop is 
correctly configured before attempting to analyse its performance. 
 
Figure 17: First Loop Scout report for FCSLMPP6 Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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This loop has been classified as poor with a 98% chance of valve stiction. It would appear that the problem is 
a sticky valve, but notice the sinusoidal oscillations in the PV. A sticking flow control valve is expected to 
have more of a square wave shape due to the rapid response of the flow to changes in the OP. However, this 
loop has a smoother PV, which is unusual. Investigation into this loop revealed that it had a 1.5-minute filter 
on it. This means that any changes in the OP might have an immediate effect on the actual PV, but the value 
seen by the controller would take over a minute to respond resulting in oscillations caused by an effect similar 
to controller wind-up. This filter was removed and Loop Scout was run again with the result shown below in 
Figure 18. 
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The loop is now classified as fair with a valve stiction of 8%. This is an important lesson; before evaluating 
anything, make sure that the configuration is correct, especially any filter constants. Points located on the 
control network known as STIM points (basically the data collectors, smart transmitters) have two possible 
sources of filtering; the TF value, which can be changed by anyone at any time; and the DAMPING value, 
which can only be changed by an engineer with the point offline. The TF should usually be set at or close to 
zero (minutes) unless the PV is particularly noisy and the standard DAMPING value is three (seconds) for 
flow controllers. The normal rule of thumb is that the τI value should always be greater than the filtering 
constant, so an overall filtering effect of three seconds means a value of τI greater than 0.05 minutes. 
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4.4.3  FCLTE: Probable Valve Stiction 
Figure 19 shows a loop given a high probability of valve stiction and is included to demonstrate which 
metrics prove or disprove the valve stiction probability. 
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Once the configuration of the loop has been verified, the two main metrics of performance and valve stiction 
are reviewed. The loop in Figure 19 has been classified as poor and has been given a valve stiction 
probability of 95%. From this alone, it is most likely that the high variability of this loop is caused by a 
sticking valve. However, it is important to examine the report further to ensure that this 95% is not a false 
positive as sometimes can happen. False positives can occur when some other factor that Loop Scout does not 
take into account causes patterns in the data that would normally indicate valve stiction. This usually occurs 
when an external factor causes the PV in a normally fast loop to respond slowly to changes in controller 
output. For example, an upstream controller that is reducing flow while a downstream controller is attempting 
to increase flow could lead to a false valve stiction reading. The fact that this is the second consecutive report 
to give this loop a high valve stiction combined with the knowledge that there are no upstream loops causing 
disturbances as seen in the PV graphs, strengthens the possibility that this controller is the source of the valve 
stiction. Also, look at the zoomed time series plot; there is a clear square wave pattern with a triangular wave 
pattern in the OP plot. 
 
These patterns arise because, for fast processes (such as flows) which should respond almost instantly to 
changes in valve position, if the valve is getting stuck then the PV will remain at the same value while the OP 
will wind up in an effort to increase the PV. When the valve finally moves, the PV will rapidly increase to a 
new flow rate and the OP will then decrease. When the valve becomes stuck at the new position then the OP 
will continue to decrease until the valve shifts again, causing a rapid decrease in the flow. This pattern 
continues indefinitely until the valve no longer sticks, usually due to maintenance being carried out. 
 
 
Figure 20: Rhombus shape in PV vs. OP biplot 
For fast acting processes like flows, the change in the OP while the PV remains steady causes a square or 
rhombus shape in the PV vs. OP biplot as can be seen here. If a loop has no valve stiction at all, the PV 
should act almost simultaneously to the OP, which results in a straight line on the PV vs. OP biplot. However, 
any delay between changes in the OP and PV will cause hysteresis as seen in Figure 20. The further this plot 
is from a straight line, the more likely it is that the valve is sticking. 
 
This is only true for fast processes though, mainly flow controllers but can include pressure controllers too. 
For most temperature and level controllers there is too much of a natural process delay between changes in 
the OP and PV to be able to tell whether the natural delay is causing the hysteresis or a sticking valve is 
causing hysteresis. As such, Loop Scout does not offer a valve stiction probability for loops with a 30-second 
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Because of this probable valve stiction, it is almost impossible to diagnose whether any of the oscillations are 
caused by poor tuning. The spectra shows some low magnitude, low frequency oscillations which build to a 
peak in the mid to high frequency range. This suggests that this controller is under tuned but it is difficult to 
tell how much because the CPI is affected by oscillations. To retune this controller, it would be best to repair 
the valve then run another report, but if this is not possible then a reduction in the integral term should 
improve performance. It is likely that this will improve the low frequency oscillations but the higher 
frequencies may remain. These should also be improved by reducing the gain. 
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4.4.4  FCOFP6: Probable External Disturbance 
Figure 21 shows a loop where the variations are likely to be caused by an external disturbance affecting the 
process rather than poor controller tuning. 
 
Figure 21: Loop Scout report for FCOFP6 Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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This loop has been rated as poor with a valve stiction of 12%, which suggests that either tuning or an external 
disturbance is responsible. First, examine the report to find which metrics are poor and indicate poor 
performance in the loop. The clearest one is the high σ sp-pv, which indicates that the loop is highly variable. 
However, looking at the spectra it would seem that the oscillations are very low in magnitude (less than 2) 
and the controller is achieving almost minimum variance control with a CPI of 0.9. Moreover, the PV vs. OP 
biplot indicates that there is almost no valve stiction as it is close to a straight line. Since the spectra and CPI 
indicate that the loop is tuned well and there is no sign of valve stiction, an external disturbance must be the 
most likely cause of the variation. 
 
The Loop Scout reports can be used to find the source of this disturbance. Loops that are interfering with each 
other (i.e. introducing disturbances) tend to oscillate at the same frequency. To find the source of these 
oscillations it is possible to use the Loop Scout Reports Portal to find these common oscillations and the most 
likely source of the disturbance is the loop with the highest COV. To help with this, the Loop Scout report 
has a list of common oscillations near the top of the page. Looking at the loops with common oscillations and 
using a bit of knowledge about the process, it should be possible to narrow down which loops are most likely 
to be causing these particular oscillations. Then compare the reports, whichever has the highest COV should 
be the one to improve first. 
 
Sometimes however the common oscillations do not show any detected loops or show loops that could not be 
causing variations in this controller. This occurs because sometimes a controller might filter out the high 
frequency oscillations but still have lower frequency oscillations present. Most common are level controllers, 
which can filter out the high frequency oscillations in a flow controller but may still oscillate at a lower 
frequency. This occurs because the level in a large tank is not greatly affected by rapid changes in flow but 
because of the multiple inputs most tanks have, it is very difficult to cancel out all the disturbances present. 
 
The best way to find which loop is causing the disturbance when the common oscillations report does not 
help is to look at all the loops immediately upstream and downstream of the oscillating loop. If one of them is 
excessively variable then it is likely that improving that loop will improve the loops downstream. If several 
are variable then start with the one with the highest COV. It may turn out that the loop immediately upstream 
is causing the variations, but it may also be that a loop upstream of that loop is the root cause of the 
variations. 
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4.4.5  FCSLMPP2: Probable Poor Tuning 
Figure 22 shows a loop that is most likely affected by poor tuning and is included to show which metrics can 
be used to diagnose poor tuning and determine whether the loop is over tuned or under tuned. 
 
Figure 22: Loop Scout report for FCSLMPP2 Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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This loop has been classified as fair with an 8% chance of valve stiction. While this loop is not particularly 
variable with a σ sp-pv of only 0.3, the control actions seem to be taking a very long time as seen in the 
zoomed time series data, with a move from 17% to 11% taking over 10 minutes. The low valve stiction may 
not be correct in this case, with the PV vs. OP biplot showing a line that appears to be part of a square, and 
the PV seeming to change rapidly with little movement in the OP. However, the spectra also shows that the 
loop has significant amounts of low to mid frequency oscillations with a low CPI of 0.085. This suggests that 
while valve stiction might be a problem, it is more likely that poor tuning is the reason for the poor controller 
performance here. 
 
From the spectra, it is clear that the oscillations start in the low frequencies but have a peak in the mid 
frequencies. This suggests that the best course of action to take would be to reduce the integral time then run 
another Loop Scout report. If the oscillations are now mostly high frequency then the aggression of the 
controller can be reduced by both increasing the integral time a bit (but still lower than the starting value) and 
reducing the gain slightly. 
 
All the loops to this point have been flow controllers, which have fast time constants and are therefore less 
difficult to diagnose. Level controllers however have relatively slow time constants and are often in place not 
to regulate the level, but to ensure it does not breach any constraints, such as high or low levels. Levels like 
this are known as surge attenuating levels and it is desirable for them to have only small changes in their OP 
so that they “smooth out” changes in the flow into them. Flash tanks however do require regulation as their 
efficiency is dependent on the level of the liquid in them. These are known as regulatory levels and require 
that the OP be allowed to move as much as required to maintain the level at set point. 
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4.4.6 LCFT730E:  Level  Controller 
Figure 23 shows a process that is controlled by a level controller outputting directly to a valve and is included 
to demonstrate that there are some minor differences when analysing a slower process. 
 
Figure 23: Loop Scout report for LCFT730E Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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The flash tank level controller in Figure 23 has been classified as fair. It should be noted that valve stiction 
probability is not provided because level loops are usually much slower to respond to changes in their OP and 
as such it is difficult to diagnose valve stiction with the metrics provided by the Loop Scout report. The level 
is quite variable with a σ sp-pv of 2.2 and for a regulatory level that is quite high. Looking at the PV vs. OP 
biplot is more or less useless as the natural delay between OP moves and changes in the PV means that 
hysteresis is present whether the valve is sticking or not. Of more interest is the spectra, which shows a 
significant peak in the mid frequencies; however, the CPI for this loop is 0.82. This suggests that while a 
small amount of improvement can be made with the tuning, it is unlikely that these oscillations will go away 
with tuning alone which means the source of the oscillations is most likely an external disturbance. 
 
Looking at the low to mid frequency oscillations on the spectra, this loop is most likely a bit over tuned, 
which suggests a reduction in the aggression should improve the performance. This is most likely to be done 
by increasing the integral time rather than reducing the gain because level controllers generally do not require 
much integral action to achieve acceptable control. At the same time, a regulatory level such as this may need 
more gain in order to ensure the controller responds quickly enough. 
 
To identify the source of the disturbance, a list of loops with oscillations close to this loop should be 
examined to see if any could be causing these oscillations. If some are identified then the one with the highest 
COV should be improved first to improve the performance of the others. If no common oscillations can be 
found then examine all the loops that are immediately upstream or downstream of this controller, regardless 
of oscillation period. Of these, attempt to improve the performance of the most variable loop (highest COV). 
It may be that the level is acting a bit like a frequency filter and some higher frequency oscillations are being 
filtered out but lower frequency oscillations are still visible. 
 
4.4.7 Summary 
The general procedure for diagnosing control loops with Loop Scout is as follows: 
•  Check the configuration of the loop, in particular check for things like unusual TF and DAMPING 
values which are found on the input point (*I***) and not the controller point (*C***) 
•  Use the performance rating to identify the worst performing loops 
•  Examine the report to identify the reason for the poor performance using the guidelines below 
•  Determine the best course of action to improve the performance of that loop 
•  (Optional but recommended) Run another Loop Scout report to ensure the changes helped 
 
General guidelines; 
•  There are three main sources of variation in control loops 
o  Poor tuning Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 1: LOOP SCOUT AND SPECTRA 
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  Usually identifiable by significant peaks in the spectra indicating high magnitude 
oscillations and are usually accompanied by a low CPI and sinusoidal patterns in the 
PV and OP 
  There are two main ways to improve the loop performance 
•  High frequency oscillations, which can be improved by reducing the 
aggression of the controller 
•  Low frequency and low to mid frequency oscillations, which can be 
improved by increasing the aggression of the controller 
  It is usually best to make moderate changes in the tuning and re-test the loop as some 
changes can cause the loop to become unstable 
o  Sticky or worn valves 
  Usually identified with the PV vs. OP biplot as hysteresis, most often a square or 
rhombus like shape but can also be oval, remember that this is only accurate for fast 
processes 
  Also seen as square wave patterns in the PV accompanied by triangular wave 
patterns in the OP or as out of synch sine waves in both 
  The only course of action here is to repair or replace the worn control valve before 
attempting to retune the loop 
o  External disturbances 
  Usually identified by a loop which seems to have significant variations but the 
spectra and CPI suggest a well tuned loop 
  The source of the disturbance needs to be identified and improved 
  Use the common oscillations to find possible sources then the loop with the highest 
COV is most likely to be the source 
  If it is not possible to improve the source then improvements may require more 
advanced control structures such as implementing feed forward control 
 
4.4.8 Conclusion 
Loop Scout is an invaluable tool in the diagnosis of control performance issues in large-scale plants. With 
over 1,500 PID control loops, Pinjarra refinery is a perfect example of a large-scale plant where this software 
can help to identify problems with the control systems. Using the guidelines above it is possible for any 
person at the refinery to identify critical control loops and determine the best action to improve that control 
loop. The main goal of using Loop Scout at Pinjarra is eventually for area engineers to be able to look at the 
reports, identify perhaps the five worst performing controllers and determine what can be done to improve 
these controllers. Over time, this should mean that the plant runs more efficiently with problems identified 
quickly and easily so less time and money will need to be spent on assessing control issues. 
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5  PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
The goal of this project was to increase the flow through the 30E evaporators and improve the control of the 
liquor to mills header pressure. This was done by first designing a control scheme around 30E that could 
monitor all the critical variables in the process while maintaining the maximum possible flow to 30E. A 
related scheme was also designed around the liquor to mills flow controllers, which aims to keep the OP of 
the flow controllers at a particular set point. Then the two schemes were implemented on the control network. 
Unfortunately, due to process problems related to poor maintenance of the 30E heaters, conclusive results 
were unable to be obtained. 
 
The purpose of the 30E evaporators is to heat spent liquor while bypassing the existing liquor to mills heaters. 
It is necessary to heat the liquor because this helps to maintain a high temperature in the 25A tanks where the 
liquor is stored after milling and before it enters the digesters. A high temperature here is desirable as it 
allows the precipitation of the unwanted substance known as desilication product (DSP) which is then 
removed from the process stream. However, a too high temperature leads to flashing as the liquor enters the 
mills, so 30E aims to heat the liquor to between 98ºC and 104ºC. 
 
Spent liquor enters 30E from the 30A7 tank (30A5 if 30A7 is offline) through a control valve, which controls 
the flow rate to 30E. This feed stream passes through six continuous regenerative evaporation (CRE) heaters 
and one live steam heater. The temperature of the live steam heater exit stream is controlled by a temperature 
controller cascaded to a steam flow controller. From the live steam heater the liquor passes through six flash 
tanks where the level in the last flash tank is controlled by a control valve on the exit stream and the 
intermediate flash tanks are self-levelling because of their design. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 24: Flow diagram for 30E and its current control system 
Liquor exiting the final flash tank then enters the liquor to mills header where the pressure is controlled by 
two pressure controllers. One pressure controller recycles liquor back from the 30E exit stream to the 30A 
tanks when the pressure in the header is too high (i.e. more liquor to the header than required by the mills). 
The other pressure controller adds liquor from the liquor to digestion header when the pressure is too low. 
Figure 24 gives a flow diagram of the whole 30E process with the liquor recycle and make-up streams 
circled. 
 
From the header, the liquor enters the mills. The line carrying liquor to each mill splits before entering the 
mill, one line goes to the feed end of the mill and the other line goes to the mill exit stream as seen in Figure 
25. 
Liquor from header 
Make-up 
Recycle Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 25: Flow diagram for mill one and control system 
The flow controller on the liquor to mill exit stream has a local set point that can be changed by the CA. 
However, the flow controller on the liquor to mill feed line is ratio controlled with the amount of bauxite 
being input to the mill: 
()
line   mill   liquor to other     the  to flow liquor    actual    the is   . 1
ratio   bauxite   liquor to  target   the is   . 1
controller  weight  feed   bauxite    the of point  set     the is   . 251
controller   flow    the of point  set     the is   . 1
: Where
. 1 . 1 . 251 . 1
PV FCSLMPP
PV RTSLM
SP WCB
SP FCSLM
PV FCSLMPP PV RTSLM SP WCB SP FCSLM − × =
 
Equation 3: Calculation performed for liquor to bauxite ratio control 
The set point of the weight controller is used because the actual process variable is very noisy and would 
result in an unrealistically variable flow set point. To maintain the correct overall ratio of bauxite to liquor, 
first the total amount of liquor required is calculated (the bit in the brackets) using a set ratio. Then the 
amount of liquor to the other stream is subtracted (mass balance) to leave the amount of liquor which needs to 
be supplied by the liquor to mill feed stream. Because of this ratio control, it is not possible to alter the SP or 
OP of the liquor to mills controllers, which will be important to remember later. 
 
From 
header 
To mill feed  To mill exit 
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5.2 Problem 
Because the liquor is fed from a pressure header, the actual flow is directly affected by the pressure in the 
header. This pressure is controlled by two spent liquor streams. If the pressure is too high then 30E is 
supplying too much liquor so a recycle stream opens on the 30E exit stream to route some of the liquor back 
to the 30A tanks (either 30A4 or 30A6). If the pressure is too low then 30E is not supplying enough liquor so 
a 30E bypass stream opens to provide more liquor from the 30A tanks to the mills via the liquor to digestion 
header. The recycle and bypass stream controllers both have local set points, which should be different to 
each other. If they are the same then the two controllers can end up “fighting” each other, which can cause 
big oscillations in the header pressure. Since the bypass stream is not heated, it is preferable use the recycle 
stream more than the bypass stream if possible. 
 
Figure 26 is the Loop Scout report for the recycle stream controller. The graphs clearly show the pressure 
oscillations, as does the distinct peak on the spectra. In addition, the OP does not increase above 20% and 
seems to be oscillating at the same period as the pressure. Loop Scout has given this loop a 92% probability 
of being affected by a sticky or worn valve, despite classifying the performance as “Fair”. This is a good 
example of where Loop Scout may have got it wrong. This loop shows every indication of “Poor” 
performance, sustained oscillations, low CPI, high COV, high σ sp-pv, high valve stiction and it was 
previously classified as “Poor”, yet it has been classified as “Fair”. Additionally, it is likely that poor tuning 
(indicated by the spectra peak and low CPI) and an oversized valve affect this loop, so it is not clear whether 
the valve stiction probability is correct (the PV vs. OP biplot is no help this time either). 
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Figure 26: Loop Scout report for 30E recycle stream/liquor to mills header pressure controller (PCLTMR) Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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To give some idea of the difficulty in control when using this valve, according to documentation the 
maximum flow 30E has been designed for is 1,330kL/h. Therefore the maximum flow through the liquor to 
30E control valve is 1,330kL/h and the recycle stream is designed to take the whole flow from 30E so it too is 
designed for 1,330kL/h also. Assuming a linear valve characteristic for now (which is inaccurate since it is a 
butterfly valve), a 1% change in the valve position (less than 1º of movement) leads to about a 13kL/h change 
in the actual flow. Since butterfly valves do not have linear characteristics, as you can see in Figure 27, this is 
most likely an underestimate. Usually butterfly valves will initially produce small changes in flow for small 
valve movements, then once the valve is open sufficiently, a small change will produce large changes in the 
flow (in the low OP region). Then almost the full flow is achieved after only about 70-80% of valve opening. 
Figure 27 below is a graph of the characteristics of a generic butterfly valve compared with some other 
common flow characteristics. 
 
Figure 27: Valve characteristics of some generic valves including butterfly valves (image courtesy spirax sarco 
[13]) 
It is known that PCLTMR (recycle stream in Figure 24) is used to control the pressure when it is high by 
recycling liquor back to 30A and PCLTMBP (seen in Figure 24 and Figure 28 below) is used to add liquor 
when the pressure is low. However, there are two other pressure controllers on the header. PCLTM1 (Figure 
28) is used to bypass 30E altogether and control the pressure when 30E is off line using the liquor to mills 
heaters. PCLTM (Figure 28) controls the pressure using the “25B header” when both 30E and the liquor to 
mills heaters are offline. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 28: Liquor to mills heaters schematic showing PCLTMBP, PCLTM1 and the 25B header (controlled by 
PCLTM) 
Another point that is made in the Loop Scout report is that some of the other pressure controllers on the liquor 
to mills header are oscillating at the same period. PCLTMBP is the bypass pressure controller and PCLTM is 
used when both 30E and the liquor to mills heaters are off line. Since those controllers measure the same 
process variable and were not active, this does not help much in this case. Figure 29 shows a block diagram 
of the overall 30E process. 
Figure 29: Block diagram of 30E process 
5.3 Solution 
The 30E project was started to improve the oscillations in the pressure header by increasing the flow through 
30E allowing more liquor to be recycled to the 30A tanks. This will increase the OP region of the pressure 
controller, which should allow more stable control and eliminate the need to use the bypass stream. In 
addition, by using the pressure to increase the OP of the liquor to mills flow controller, the pressure set point 
will most likely drop slightly which will increase the OP of the pressure controller further. 
 
PCLTM1 
25B header/PCLTM 
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To achieve this, a control scheme that is more complex than the original control scheme had to be designed. 
The original control scheme is shown in Figure 30 and consisted of several individual PID controllers, which 
looked only at one PV and were separated from what was happening in the rest of the process. For example, 
if the level in the last flash tank increases above its limits then the CA would have to see the alarm and make 
a change, which is why the flow to 30E is set considerably lower than its designed capacity. 
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Figure 30: Rough flow diagram of original control scheme 
The new control scheme monitors all the identified critical variables in the process and can take appropriate 
action if one of the other parts of the process exceeds set limits. It does this by using what is known as 
“Override Control” to maintain all the process variables within set constraints. Override control uses one 
“normal control loop” to control the MV under normal circumstances, but if one of the process variables 
exceeds its limits then an “abnormal control loop” or “constraint controller” is selected by a block known at 
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Figure 31: Rough flow diagram of new control scheme 
The new 30E control scheme uses a “Maximum Flow to 30E” PI controller as the normal control loop, which 
simply has the desired maximum flow to 30E as its set point and writes to the set point of the main flow to 
30E controller, which then attempts to reach that flow set point. Then there are three constraint controllers, 
which each monitor the level in one of the tanks associated with 30E. The constraint controllers will override 
the normal controller if one of the following conditions is detected: 
•  The level in the last flash tank exceeds set point 
o  Flash tank efficiency is reduced above about 60% so the set point should be set about this 
level 
•  The level in the recycle tank exceeds set point 
o  If the level gets too high then the tank will overflow, but the tank regularly reaches 90% so 
setting this too low will result in unnecessary control action 
•  The level in the feed tank drops below set point 
o  Below 40% the DAC (Digestion Advanced Controller) takes action to increase the level in 
this tank so the set point should be set to about 45% to attempt to keep the level above 40% 
If any one of these conditions is detected then the appropriate constraint controller will be selected by the 
ORSEL and will remain selected until the process is back under control. 
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The second part of this control scheme focuses on increasing the OP of the liquor to mills flow controllers to 
a desired SP, similar to an existing control scheme on the washer overflow return (WOFR) seen in Figure 32. 
The WOFR controller contains components of both the new 30E control scheme and the new pressure control 
scheme in that it aims to increase the OP of the flow controllers to the thickeners to a desired SP while 
monitoring for high tank levels. 
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Figure 32: SAMA of the WOFR control scheme 
You can see in Figure 32 that PID LCH35WOR accepts the level of the three H tanks as inputs. It then selects 
the highest of these and calculates an output based on that level. If that level is above its SP then the ORSEL 
PT35WORH will select it to control the SP of PID PCWORH12, otherwise PID ZCH35WOR will control the 
SP. PCWORH12 then writes to the SP of the nine flow controllers by passing through three AUTOMAN 
blocks and the MULDIV (multiply/divide) blocks. This part is similar to the 30E control scheme except that 
the main PID has only one output so the AUTOMAN blocks are not needed and there is no ratio control so 
the MULDIV blocks are also unnecessary. 
 
The liquor to mills header pressure control scheme is based on PID ZCH35WOR. This block, accepts the OP 
of the nine flow controllers as inputs, selects the highest of these using a “CL program” and then calculates an 
output using a PID algorithm based on the selected input. By changing the SP of PCWORH12, the SP of the 
flow controllers will be changed, which directly affects the OP of the flow controllers and so ZCH35WOR 
can drive the OP of these controllers to a SP. 
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To do the same with the liquor to mills flow controllers is not as easy because it is not possible to change the 
SP of the flow controllers. The solution is to use the SP of the pressure controllers to change the pressure in 
the header. This will affect the OP of the flow controllers such that, if the pressure drops then the flow rate 
will drop and the flow controllers OP will increase to maintain the flow rate to the mills. 
 
5.4  Comparative Results – Before 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the new control scheme, the performance of the controllers in 30E was 
examined both before and after the changes were implemented using mainly Loop Scout reports. A selection 
of these follows along with some associated discussion. 
 
Figure 33: Loop Scout report for FCLTE Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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The loop shown in Figure 33 clearly has some problems as the flow oscillates between 750kL/h and 770kL/h. 
The biggest problem appears to be that the loop has a high probability of having a sticky or worn valve. This 
can be seen in both the zoomed time series plot and the PV vs. OP biplot. The zoomed time series plot shows 
an almost square wave PV pattern with a triangular wave OP pattern, which supports the high valve stiction. 
In addition, the PV vs. OP biplot shows some significant hysteresis and a rhombus like shape, which also 
supports a high valve stiction. 
 
Another problem, which has been observed, is that at times the control valve may saturate at 100% while still 
not achieving its conservatively set SP. If the new control scheme is implemented and an even higher SP is 
being written then the controller has no chance of reaching its SP. 
 
Figure 34: Example of flow to 30E not reaching “low” SP 
In the example shown in Figure 34, the controller has saturated at 100%, but the flow has not been able to 
reach its SP of 850kL/h, instead only reaching about 810-820kL/h. Then the SP is lowered to 820kL/h and the 
controller is able to maintain this level comfortably without saturating although it is still in a high OP region. 
This also may indicate the control valve sticking and not fully opening when the controller requested it to, but 
when the SP was stepped down the valve loosened and came back under control. 
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After consulting with the area engineer, it was discovered that the “cold end” heaters (heaters 1 to 5) in 30E 
are due for cleaning. Heater 1 in particular is in very poor condition and is the main reason for this controller 
being unable to attain higher flows. The first heater in 30E has a pressure drop of around 250-300kPa, while 
most of the others are less than 100kPa. This means there is almost 300kPa of pressure working against the 
flow of liquor through this first heater. This backpressure could easily be responsible for the observed poor 
flow control. 
 
Unfortunately, the only course of action that would enable the full flow to return to 30E would be to take it 
offline and thoroughly clean the heaters and flash tanks. At the time this report was written, this maintenance 
was scheduled to occur between the 17th and 21
st of November 2008. The two control schemes have been 
commissioned and work as expected. Under the current conditions, the maximum flow controller wound the 
flow through 30E controller to saturation and still only got about 800kL/h. 
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4.4.6  LCFT730E: Level Controller” so refer to page 36 for an analysis of this controller. 
 
Figure 35: Loop Scout report for PCLTMR 
The controller shown in Figure 35 is the main problem identified with 30E. The oscillations in the PV are the 
pressure fluctuations in the liquor to mills header. From Figure 35 it can be noticed that there are three 
possible causes for these oscillations, low OP range, poor controller tuning and a sticky/worn valve. 
Increasing the flow to 30E and retuning the controller should eliminate the first two causes. If the valve is 
worn or sticking, then further investigation will need to be carried out to improve the problem. As far as 
retuning the controller is concerned, the spectra seems to suggest an under tuned controller, increasing K or 
reducing τI may help to reduce the oscillations. The CPI indicates that there is a lot of improvement that can 
be made to this controller through proper tuning. 
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While reports for all the liquor to mills flow controllers were generated, only a few will be presented here, the 
rest are available in the appendix along with a short discussion as seen with these reports 
 
Figure 36: Loop Scout report for FCSLM5 
The controller in Figure 36 appears to be responding quite sluggishly, especially for a flow controller. The 
low “OP Travel” indicates slow, smooth controller movements, which are more suited perhaps to level 
control. While excessive control movements are still undesirable, there should be more movement in a fast 
responding loop such as a flow loop. The best strategy would be to either tune the loop with OperTune or 
decrease the τI value to increase aggression, which is supported by the spectra. Flow loops usually need a lot 
of integral action to remove offset and remain quite aggressive in their actions, values around 0.1 with a gain 
around 0.1 often seem to be a good starting point. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 37: Loop Scout report for FCSLM1 
Despite the look of the PV graph for the controller in Figure 37, this loop is performing reasonably well. The 
variations seen in the graphs are less than 2kL/h and the spectra shows only low magnitude components. 
Improvements can be made in this loop by retuning with OperTune or simply decreasing the τI to increase the 
controller’s aggression. Some of the variations in the PV may simply be noisy measurements. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 38: Loop Scout report for FCSLMPP5 
Analysis of the spectra for the loop in Figure 38 clearly indicates an under tuned controller. Decreasing the τI 
would probably be the best course of action in this case. In addition, comparing this loop with the report for 
FCSLM5, a similar peak in the flow appears at about the same time. This makes sense because, since they are 
on the same feed line, they should be affected by the same disturbances. The source of the disturbance was 
investigated and found to be the pressure in the liquor to mills header. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    PROJECT 2: 30E CONTROLLER DESIGN 
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Figure 39: Peaks in FCSLM5 and FCSLMPP5 caused by liquor to mills header pressure 
Figure 39 shows that every time the pressure starts to increase, the flow increases too quickly for the flow 
controller to react. This can be improved by reducing the pressure oscillations (30E project) and increasing 
the controller aggression (retuning as discussed previously). 
 
5.5  Comparative Results - After 
Due to the current condition of 30E, it is not possible to obtain results of the improvements made to the 
control system. 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
During the analysis of the controllers related to 30E, some problems with the liquor to mills flow controllers 
were rectified by correcting some configuration issues discovered and retuning the controllers. However, due 
to the current condition of 30E, it is unknown whether the changes made will have the desired effect. 
Commissioning of the controllers has been completed and they are working as expected under the current 
conditions, so when the maintenance due to 30E is performed, the control structure will be ready and the 
operators will be familiar with it. 
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6  PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
This project involved finding the cause of temperature spikes that had been observed in the 35S tank. Liquor 
entering this tank is heated in a contact heater before entering the tank and these temperature spikes were 
causing a large temperature differential between the temperature of the liquor in the tank and the liquor 
entering the tank, resulting in flash evaporation of the liquor. The goal of the project was to improve the 
current control scheme to reduce or eliminate these temperature spikes. 
 
The 35S unit is used to heat oxalate seed before it is returned to the oxalate removal process. A hotter seed 
stream means the precipitation of oxalate proceeds at an increased rate, which improves the yield of oxalate 
and quality of the final alumina product. However if the seed stream is too hot, flashing can occur when it is 
introduced to the oxalate precipitation tanks (35P). To achieve this heating, the liquor streams entering the 
35S2 tank are heated with steam in a contact heater. A PI temperature controller outputting directly to a steam 
control valve controls the temperature of the liquor exiting this heater. 
 
6.2 Investigation 
The first step was to investigate the cause of the temperature spikes, so a diagram of the unit was found on the 
GUS and used to determine the possible sources of disturbance as shown in Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40: GUS schematic of original 35S control system Alcoa World Alumina, Australia   PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
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From Figure 40, four possible sources of disturbance can be identified: 
•  Caustic flow to 35S 
•  Level of the 35S2 tank 
•  Flow from the 37CRT tank 
•  Flow from the 35SRT tank 
Observation of the temperature spikes and first two variables quickly eliminated them as the sources. The 
level changes are gradual so they could not cause sudden changes in the temperature and the small changes in 
the caustic flow are not significant enough to explain such large spikes. What is not shown on the schematic 
and as was discovered later is that the caustic to 35S does not pass through the contact heater and so could not 
affect the temperature in the heater regardless. 
 
Figure 41: Effect of level and caustic flow on 35S temperature 
Figure 41 shows a graph of the temperature compared with both the caustic flow rate and 35S2 tank level. 
From this graph, it appears there could be some correlation between the temperature and the level, but neither 
of the two variables graphed caused the spike seen on the right. If the 37CRT level controller output and 
35SRT flow out are added to the graph as shown in Figure 42: 
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Red – 35S temperature 
Green – 35S temperature SP 
Dark Blue – Caustic flow rate 
Light Blue – 35S2 level 
Pink – 37CRT level controller output 
Yellow – 35SRT flow to 35S2 
Dark Green – 37CRT level controller mode (1 = AUTO, 0 = MAN) 
 
Figure 42: Same as Figure 41 with 37CRT level controller output and 35SRT out flow added 
The graph shown in Figure 42 shows the cause of this spike, a sudden drop in the output of the 37CRT level 
controller. Under automatic control, no controller should change its output this suddenly and the only reason 
it might, would be if it were tuned much too aggressively almost resulting in ON/OFF control, but that is not 
the case here. From the graph, it can be seen that the controller was put into manual mode (dark green line) at 
the same time that the spike occurred. This proves that the cause of this spike is the level controller being put 
into manual and the CA suddenly changing the output of the controller. 
 
In the previous graph, the flow out of the SRT tank was zero. The 35SRT tank is used to reslurry the filter 
cake that has been removed from the Kelly pressure filters so it can be used as oxalate seed. Since the filters 
are cleaned according to a schedule, this is a “batch” process and so the flow out of this tank regularly 
increases above zero for a time before returning to zero as seen below in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43: Effect of flow out of 35SRT tank 
Figure 43 shows a dramatic change in the flow from the 35SRT tank to the 35S2 tank. Clearly, when the flow 
from the 35SRT tank first starts, a temperature drop is observed and then when the flow stops, a temperature 
spike is observed. As mentioned earlier, this tank is a batch process, so this sort of start/stop pattern is 
common with the flow out of this tank. 
 
6.3 Solution 
To solve this problem, several changes were suggested and some were implemented. First, the original 
system of having a temperature controller writing directly to a valve was replaced with the temperature 
controller writing to the set point of a steam flow controller, this flow controller then manipulates the valve. 
OperTune was then used to tune the flow controller so that the optimum flow response would be obtained and 
the tuning used was KC = 0.279, τI = 0.088. The temperature controller was not tuned with OperTune due to 
the program encountering unknown errors. Instead the Loop Scout report was examined and it was decided to 
increase the aggression of the loop by reducing the integral time. Originally the tuning values were KC = 0.5, 
τI = 1, the new tuning values chosen were KC = 0.5, τI = 0.75. This change dramatically improved the 
response of the temperature loop as a comparison between the spectra in Figure 44 and Figure 45 shows. 
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Figure 44: Spectra before cascade control and tuning changes 
 
Figure 45: Spectra after cascade control and tuning changes 
Clearly, the size of the low frequency oscillations has been reduced and the peak at about 6,000s in Figure 44 
has been removed in Figure 45. This represents a change from a performance classification of “Fair” to a 
classification of “Acceptable”, probably because a temperature spike occurred during the data collection 
process. 
 
The next change implemented was to include a feed forward component from the 37CRT level controller and 
35SRT outlet flow rate. This was made more difficult because, while a flow indicator is available on the 
35SRT outlet line; there is no flow indicator on the 37CRT outlet line. Because of this, any feed forward 
actions based on this input would be guesses and so not completely accurate. With that in mind, everything 
possible was done to improve these guesses as much as possible. To achieve this feed forward control, the 
two required points (LCCRT1.OP and FI35SRT.PV) were used by a calculator block where the calculation is 
shown below in Equation 4. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia   PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
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Equation 4: Equation used in CALC block 
PVCALC is then sent to the feed forward component of the PID temperature controller. The C3 equation was 
included to attempt to compensate for non-linearities in the flow related to valve position. For a butterfly 
valve, an approximate model of the valve characteristics is that; at small valve openings there is a large 
change in the flow rate for a small change in the valve opening; for large valve openings there is a small 
change in the flow rate for a small change in the valve opening, similar to a quick opening valve 
characteristic. Therefore, as the valve becomes more open, the value of C3 will decrease so that a change in 
the valve position from the 37CRT level controller will have less of an effect on the feed forward value. Note 
also that the feed forward equation used on the Pinjarra control network uses the change in feed forward 
value, not the absolute value as shown in Equation 5. 
( )
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Equation 5: Feed forward equation used at Pinjarra 
The values of C1 and C2 are essentially the feed forward gain of each component of the feed forward signal 
and were calculated by observing some of the temperature spikes and using the distance the OP of the 
controller had to move to bring the temperature back under control as the desired controller action. For 
example, a 15% change in the level controller OP required a 17.5% change in the temperature controller OP 
before the temperature was under control again. So the gain for this is  2 . 1 15
5 . 17 ≈ , and since this gain is 
affected by the C3 component, a bit was added and the value of 1.5 was chosen. A similar observation on the 
35SRT outlet flow produced a value of 0.4. This is much smaller because the 35SRT measurement is an 
actual flow in percent while the 37CRT measurement is a controller output in percent so the two cannot 
strictly be compared since flow is not always directly proportional to controller output. 
 
The value for the 37CRT controller was tested by performing some small manual steps in the level controller 
output with the results shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia   PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
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Figure 46: Temperature response to step in LCCRT1.OP without feed forward control 
 
Figure 47: Temperature response to step in LCCRT1.OP with feed forward control 
Figure 46 shows that without feed forward control, there is a noticeable increase in the temperature. With the 
feed forward control seen in Figure 47, this “bump” is significantly reduced. Even though these are only 
small steps, this controller should reduce the size of the spikes significantly when larger steps are made in the 
output. Figure 48 shows an approximate flow diagram of the new 35S temperature control shceme. 
35S1 Tank
35S2 Tank
37CRT Tank
35SRT Tank
TC
FC
LC
LC
FF
FC
SP
CALC
FI
OP
 
Figure 48: New control scheme flow diagram 
6.4 Results 
The original tuning produced acceptable temperature control, as long as the flow into the 35S tank did not 
change suddenly. 
Yellow – 35S temperature 
White – 35S temperature SP 
Blue – 35S temperature controller OP 
Green – 37CRT level controller OP 
Yellow – 35S temperature 
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Figure 49: 35S temperature controller Loop Scout report before any control changes were made 
Figure 49 shows that the control has improved considerably since the previous report due to some tuning 
changes. Since the last report, the gain has been changed from 1 to 0.5 and the integral time from 0.8 to 1. 
This has reduced the high frequency oscillations in the PV and OP significantly. Investigation into the source 
of the two temperature drops found that they were caused by the temperature controller being put into manual 
and the steam flow shut off for some reason. 
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The CPI shows considerable improvement is possible at 0.48 and the COV is a bit high at 5.9 but this may 
have been affected by the drops in temperature. Similarly, the σ sp-pv is a bit high at 8.2 but would have been 
affected by the temperature drops. The most significant metric is the spectra. This shows some low to 
moderate frequency oscillations with a peak at about 6000s. This suggests that an increase in controller 
aggression is required to improve the performance. 
 
After the controller design was changed, another Loop Scout report was generated and is shown below in 
Figure 50. 
 
Figure 50: temperature controller Loop Scout report after control changes were made Alcoa World Alumina, Australia   PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
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There are two important points to note before comparing the Loop Scout report in Figure 50 with the one in 
Figure 49; first is that the controller is not switched into manual mode at any point in the data collection in 
Figure 50; and second is that the SP is 95ºC for the entire data collection, unlike the report in Figure 49 where 
the SP changes a few times. Despite these points, it is clear that the controller performance has improved 
dramatically. The CPI is now 0.97 indicating near minimum variance control and the COV is 0.44. The σ sp-
pv is 0.4 but the real improvement can be seen in the spectra. The magnitude of the oscillations has gone from 
15,000 to less than 50 and the period of the oscillations is now all to the left of the graph (i.e. there are only 
minor, low frequency oscillations). The OP Travel has increased a bit, but that is ok because the steam flow 
rate would not be affecting any downstream processes and the steam flow controller should be fast enough to 
handle the changes in SP. 
 
Also of importance is that the loop has gone from a “Fair” performance classification to an “Acceptable” 
classification. This means that there is still some possible improvement, but not much, and it is most likely 
not worth the time it could take. 
 
Since this loop is now cascaded to a steam flow controller, the performance of the flow controller is also of 
considerable importance. This loop was tuned with OperTune after implementation and the Loop Scout report 
was then generated to make sure the loop was performing well as shown in Figure 51. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia   PROJECT 3: 35S CONTROLLER IMPROVEMENT 
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Figure 51: Steam to 35S flow controller Loop Scout report 
The results shown in Figure 51 show a very good controller, despite the low CPI (0.3) and high COV (0.79). 
The graphs show that the PV is tracking the moving set point very closely with virtually no sign of valve 
stiction. The low σ sp-pv (0.1) proves that this controller is very closely tracking its set point. In addition, the 
spectra shows only low magnitude oscillations, which range from low to moderate frequency. The low OP 
Travel (106.0) means that the controller is not making unnecessary control moves and doing just enough to 
stay close to the set point. The slight second peak visible in the spectra may be indicative of some valve 
stiction or a non-sinusoidal pattern in the PV, justifying the 22% valve stiction probability, despite the fact 
that it is not obvious in the zoomed time series plot or PV vs. OP biplot. The low CPI combined with the 
spectra suggests that by increasing the aggression of this controller, even better control may be possible but it 
is unlikely to make a significant difference. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
After implementation, the performance of the 35S temperature control system was monitored and 
improvements were observed in the control of the temperature. In normal operation, the temperature 
maintained its set point more accurately and potential temperature changes caused by the 35SRT tank were 
almost eliminated. The control system was still unable to remove the temperature spikes caused by jumps in 
the output from the 37CRT tank, but the controller response to these changes was improved. Overall, this 
system has achieved the goals of this project by reducing the frequency and severity of temperature spikes in 
the 35S tank. 
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 CONCLUSION 
Each of the three projects, which formed a part of the internship has had varying degrees of success. The 
Loop Scout project was concerned with the use of Loop Scout at Pinjarra refinery to identify and diagnose 
control loop problems. Successful completion of the Loop Scout report project results in the production of a 
report detailing the use of Loop Scout report metrics to diagnose an inefficient loop including a systematic 
method for the analysis of these metrics. This report also demonstrates that Loop Scout can be an invaluable 
tool for the identification of problem control loops and the diagnosis of those control loops in a large-scale 
plant. Approval of this report is pending and it is highly likely that investigations in using Loop Scout reports, 
particularly spectra, will continue in the future. 
 
Conclusive results from the 30E project were unable to be obtained before the production of this internship 
report. Once the required maintenance has been carried out on the heaters in 30E, the increase in flow should 
have several benefits to the operation of the plant including: 
•  Increasing the concentration in the 30A tank 
•  Increasing the liquor available to the mills 
•  Reducing the reliance on the liquor bypass 
•  Reducing the size of oscillations in the liquor to mills pressure header 
All of which have significant process and economic impacts, so these changes should allow the plant to run 
more efficiently and continue to produce high quality product. 
 
The 35S project achieved its objectives of reducing the severity and frequency of spikes in the 35S tank. This 
has a significant impact on the process as it reduces “scum” build up and means the 35S tank temperature can 
be maintained at a level closer to boiling. A higher 35S tank temperature results in more oxalate being 
removed from the circuit and therefore a higher quality final product, which has a significant economic 
impact on the process. 
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 APPENDICES 
Appendix A: Analysis of FCSLMPP6 
To demonstrate improvements which can be made using Loop Scout, a full analysis of FCSLMPP6 was 
carried out. The results of this analysis are presented in this appendix as a series of Loop Scout reports. 
 
Figure 52: Initial report for FCSLMPP6 Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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The data collected in the report shown in Figure 52 shows a Fair performance assessment with a valve 
stiction of 47%. The hysteresis visible in the PV vs. OP biplot would explain the valve stiction and the 
spectra suggests and under aggressive controller. The tuning at the time was K = 0.3984 and τI = 0.5001. 
 
 
Figure 53: FCSLMPP6 after first tuning changes 
For Figure 53, new tuning of K = 0.4, τI = 0.4 was implemented. The PV graphs in Figure 53 suggest that the 
performance has in fact become worse. A slight increase in the aggression seems to have slightly increased 
the σ sp-pv but the spectra still suggests an under aggressive loop. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 54: FCLSMPP6 after second tuning changes 
Figure 54 shows a report after new tuning of K = 0.4, τI = 0.1 was implemented. The control has become 
significantly worse with a very high σ sp-pv, clear oscillations and now a 96% chance of valve stiction. The 
spectra now suggests that the loop is overly aggressive. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 55: FCSLMPP6 after third tuning changes 
Figure 55 shows the report after new tuning of K = 0.3, τI = 0.2 was implemented. The report definitely 
seems to suggest valve stiction as the main problem. However, the sinusoidal pattern in the PV for a sticky 
flow controller is unusual. Normally a sticky flow controller would have a PV that took more of a square 
wave shape. Investigation revealed that the input to this controller’s PV (FISLMPP6) had a 1.5-minute filter 
on it, which could be causing the high valve stiction probability and poor controller performance. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 56: FCLSMPP6 after removing the PV filter 
For the report in Figure 56, no tuning changes have been made, only the filter has been removed. The 
controller is now performing much better with a reasonable σ sp-pv and low valve stiction. The hysteresis in 
the PV vs. OP biplot could indicate more valve stiction than Loop Scout has indicated, but it may also be a 
result of variations in the liquor to mills pressure header. The spectra now suggests an under aggressive loop 
but the CPI has improved dramatically. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 57: FCSLMPP6 after final tuning changes 
Figure 57 shows a report after new tuning of K = 0.3, τI = 0.1 was implemented. The controller performance 
seems to have improved despite Loop Scout now assessing it as Poor. A high valve stiction is the most likely 
cause of the Poor rating but the σ sp-pv has halved since the last report and the CPI has doubled. In addition, 
the zoomed time series shows that the controller seems to be accurate to within about 0.5kL/h of the set point. 
The spectra still shows a slightly under tuned loop, but the improvement in performance from the first report 
in Figure 52 is quite significant. 
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Appendix B: Honeywell Loop Scout Reports 
The Loop Scout reports for all the loops analysed are below with a short explanation including any known 
reasons for their performance. All the reports are the most up-to-date report available. 
 
Figure 58: Loop Scout – FCLTE 
Despite the noisy signal, this loop has a low valve stiction probability and is accurate to within about 5kL/h. 
This has resulted in an Excellent rating with the spectra showing some low frequency oscillations with a CPI 
of 0.69, suggesting that increasing the controller’s aggression should have some impact on controller 
performance Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 59: Loop Scout – PCLTMR 
For this collection period, this loop was assessed as saturated as its OP is at zero for the collection period. 
This is because a low pressure in the header has led to the bypass stream operating instead of the recycle 
stream. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 60: Loop Scout – PCLTMBP 
This loop has been given a Poor assessment because of the high valve stiction and clear, consistent and large 
oscillations. Recent tuning changes have been made to this loop and the previous data suggests that these 
changes have significantly improved the σ sp-pv, indicating an improvement in performance. The hysteresis 
visible in the PV vs. OP biplot explains the high valve stiction while the spectra suggests an over tuned loop 
with a low CPI. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 61: Loop Scout - LCFT730E 
This regulatory level controller has been given a Fair assessment. The PV vs. OP biplot is not very useful in 
this case for diagnosing valve stiction due to the natural delay between the PV and OP of most level 
controllers. The spectra seems to suggest that the loop is over tuned but the high CPI indicates that there is 
not much improvement that can be made to this loop with tuning alone. It is most likely that this level is 
affected by the pressure in the liquor to mills header, a decrease in header pressure leads to a decrease in level 
because there is less resistance to the flow of liquor out of the flash tank. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 62: Loop Scout - TCSL830E 
This temperature controller maintains the temperature out of the last heater in 30E by adjusting the set point 
of the steam flow. Because of process constraints related to the state of the 30E heaters, and as you will see 
shortly, the cascaded controller is saturated at 100% for the data collection period. This demonstrates how the 
performance of a cascaded controller can affect the performance of an upstream controller. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 63: Loop Scout - FCLS30E 
Because of the poor state the heaters in 30E are in, the steam entering the heater in 30E does not heat the 
liquor as much as required so the temperature leaving the 30E heaters never reaches set point and the steam 
flow is saturated at 100%. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 64: Loop Scout - FCSLM1 
This loop looks quite variable but its σ sp-pv indicates that the variability stays close to set point. 
Improvements in this loop should be possible by increasing its aggression. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 65: Loop Scout - FCSLM2 
This loop exhibits similar performance to FCSLM1 with a reasonable σ sp-pv and will probably improve with 
an increase in controller aggression. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 66: Loop Scout - FCSLM3 
This controller is reasonably well tuned with a low σ sp-pv and no valve stiction, but improvements could be 
made by increasing the controller’s aggression. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 67: Loop Scout - FCSLM4 
This loop has quite a high σ sp-pv and low CPI but no valve stiction is evident. Therefore, from the spectra, 
the best course of action would be to increase the aggression of this controller significantly. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 68: Loop Scout - FCSLM5 
Again, this loop has a high σ sp-pv and low CPI with no valve stiction. As such, the spectra shows that the 
performance of this loop can be improved by increasing the controller’s aggression. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 69: Loop Scout - FCSLM6 
Loop Scout has given this loop a 96% chance of valve stiction, probably due to the square wave pattern in the 
PV and hysteresis in the PV vs. OP biplot. Additionally, the spectra shows an over tuned loop with a low CPI, 
so reducing the aggression of this controller may improve its performance slightly, but it is likely that the 
valve requires maintenance or cleaning. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 70: Loop Scout - FCSLM7 
This loop has quite a high σ sp-pv and a low CPI, but the most interesting part is the spectra. The low 
frequencies seem to drop until a high frequency peak, which then disappears suggesting an increase in the 
aggression by reducing the integral time, followed by a reduction in gain may be necessary. For a loop like 
this, it is best to make one change at a time and evaluate the loop after each change. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 71: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP1 
The low σ sp-pv and low CPI of this loop suggest that while the loop is not variable, there is improvement 
that can be made. From the spectra, the performance of this loop should be improved by increasing the 
aggression of the controller. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 72: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP2 
This loop has a similar performance to FCSLMPP1, with a low σ sp-pv and low CPI suggesting significant 
room for improvement and the low frequency oscillations in the spectra indicating an increase in controller 
aggression. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 73: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP3 
This controller is saturated, although the saturation point is 10%. That is because the liquor to mills product 
pump controllers have an OP low limit of 10% and OP high limit of 90%. The reason for this limit is 
unknown, but there is no point in analysing this loop. The spectra seen is the spectra of the PV and not the 
error spectra as seen with an active controller. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 74: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP4 
This controller exhibits a low σ sp-pv with a low CPI. The spectra shows low frequency oscillations so an 
increase in controller aggression should give a significant improvement in performance. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 75: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP5 
This controller is inactive because the mill is offline, so the SP and PV have been set to zero and the OP is 
under manual control. Therefore, there is no point to analysing this controller. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 76: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP6 
A detailed analysis of this loop can be found in appendix A, pages 73-78 Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 77: Loop Scout - FCSLMPP7 
The high σ sp-pv and low CPI of this loop indicate that there is an improvement that can be made, while the 
lack of valve stiction indicates that tuning changes should be effective. From the low frequency oscillation in 
the spectra, increasing the controller’s aggression should improve performance. Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    APPENDICES 
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Figure 78: Loop Scout - FCSLC7 
This loop shows little sign of valve stiction in the PV vs. Op biplot, but Loop Scout has failed to give it a 
rating because it has classified it as a level controller. The “LC” in FCSLC7 has caused Loop Scout to 
misclassify this loop due to a bug in the software, which is still present. The σ sp-pv is reasonable but the CPI 
is quite low. From the spectra it would seem that the controller is over tuned, however the low magnitude of 
the oscillations suggests that it may actually be an external disturbance that is causing the performance issues 
and a more aggressive controller might perform better Alcoa World Alumina, Australia    GLOSSARY 
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 GLOSSARY 
PV – Process Variable, the variable that requires control 
 
OP – Controller Output, the output from the controller 
 
SP – Set Point, the value of the PV that the controller is attempting to reach 
 
OC – Operations Centre, similar parts of the Bayer process are grouped together into an operations centre at 
the Pinjarra refinery to allow easy monitoring of the overall plant 
 
CA – Control Attendant, as the operators of the control system, they have the responsibility of monitoring the 
process and acting on any alarms that may occur 
 
LCN – Local Control Network. Each OC has its own LCN, which contains the controllers relevant to that OC 
 
τI – Integral time (mins), the integral time assigned to a controller, measured in minutes on the Pinjarra 
control network 
 
τD – Derivative time (mins), the derivative time assigned to a controller, measured in minutes on the Pinjarra 
control network 
 
Tf – Filter constant (mins), the filter time constant assigned to an input point, measured in minutes on the 
Pinjarra control network 
 
DAMPING – A value hard wired into the PV transmitter, designed to filter out noise in the signal, essentially 
a filter time constant measured in seconds 
 
GUS – Graphical User Station, from these, the CA can monitor all parts of the process using a graphical 
interface 
 
Headless GUS – A GUS which has no monitor but is remotely connected to over the Ethernet network and is 
often used for performing control system changes. These are also the only stations with the Honeywell Loop 
Scout and OperTune programs installed 
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Spectra (Error Spectra) – A graphical representation of the decomposition of a signal into its frequency 
components 
 
Honeywell Loop Scout – A program developed by Honeywell to enable users of large-scale plants to identify 
and diagnose problematic control loops under normal operating conditions (i.e. without having to bring the 
loops off-line) 
 
Honeywell OperTune – A program developed by Honeywell to allow users with minimal control theory 
knowledge to automatically tune PID control loops with minimal impact to the process variables 
 
Ball Mill – At Pinjarra, seven semi-autogenous ball mills grind the raw Bauxite into fine particles before it is 
mixed with hot caustic soda. These mills operate by utilising a rotating drum with lifting plates on the inside 
of the drum, which lift the material up before dropping it onto material on the bottom of the drum. Each drum 
also contains several large steel balls, which aid in the grinding process. This action causes larger particles to 
be broken down due to impact with the falling particles 
 
Digestion – After milling, the material is mixed with hot caustic soda in a process known as digestion. This 
dissolves the alumina from the Bauxite and creates a slurry which contains a large number of insoluble and a 
small number of soluble impurities which must then be removed before the final product alumina is extracted 
 
Flocculant – A chemical that causes small, insoluble particles suspended in the slurry to bond with other 
particles thus increasing their weight. This causes these particles to settle more rapidly, allowing them to be 
removed from the slurry more efficiently 
 
STIM Point – These are located on the control network and are the data collectors. They collect information 
about process variables and store it so the information can be collected by the control system and displayed 
for the operators 